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1. Introduction. Over fields of characteristic zero, there are well known construc-
tions of the irreducible representations, due to A. Young, and of irreducible modules,
called Specht modules, due to W. Specht, for the symmetric groups Sn which are based on
elegant combinatorial concepts connected with Young tableaux etc. (see, e.g. [13]). James
[12] extended these ideas to construct irreducible representations and modules over an
arbitrary field. Al-Aamily, Morris and Peel [1] showed how this construction could be
extended to cover the Weyl groups of type Bn. In [14] Morris described a possible
extension of James' work for Weyl groups in general. Later, the present author and
Morris [8] gave an alternative generalisation of James' work which is an extended
improvement and extension of the original approach suggested by Morris. We now give a
possible extension of James' work for finite reflection groups in general.

2. Some general results on finite reflection groups. In this section we establish the
notation and state some results on finite reflection groups which are required later.
Standard references for this material are N. Bourbaki [3], R. W. Carter [4], J. E.
Humphreys [10] [11], Grove and Benson [7].

Let V be /-dimensional Euclidean space over the real field U equipped with a positive
definite inner product ( , ). For a s V, a ¥" 0, let xa be the reflection in the hyperplane
orthogonal to a, that is, ta is the linear transformation on V defined by

(a, a)

for all v e V. Let $ be a root system in V and n be a simple system in $ with
corresponding positive system O+ and negative system 3>~. Then the finite reflection
group

W = W{<5>) = (ra | xi = e, (Tat0)
m"> = e, a, /3 e n and a * j3>

where e is the identity element of ^ a n d maP is the order of rarp. Let l(w) denote the
length of w and the sign of w, s(w), is defined by s(w) = (-l)'( lv), w e °W.

We note the following facts which are required later.
2.1. There are \°W] simple systems (positive systems) in <J> given by w7i(w$>+), w e.°W.

The group °W acts transitively on the set of simple systems.
2.2. To each root system <E>, there corresponds a graph F called the Coxeter graph (or

Dynkin diagram) of W, whose nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with the elements
of n. A finite reflection group is irreducible if its Coxeter graph is connected. Finite
irreducible reflection groups have been classified and correspond to root systems of type
A,(l > 1), B,(l > 2), C,(l > 3), D,(l > 4), E6, E7, E8, F4, G2, H3, H4, I2(p) (p = 5 or p > 7).
F o r example W(A,) = 5 / + 1 , the symmetr ic g roup on the set { 1 , 2 , . . . , / + 1}. A s our aim in
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this paper is to generalise ideas from the symmetric groups, the root system and simple
system are given in this case. If {ej, e2, . . . , e/+i} is the standard basis for Ul+\ then

n = {<*] = ei - e2, a2 = e2 - e3, . . . , a, = e, - e/+1}

4> = { e , - e , | l < / , / < / + 1}

2.3. A subsystem W of $ is a subset of <£> which is itself a root system in the space
which it spans. A subsystem W is said to be additively closed if a, | B e ¥ , a + ^ e $
implies that a + /? e V. From now on we assume that V is an additively closed subsystem
of <T>. The /zm'te reflection subgroup WQi*) of V corresponding to the subsystem V is the
subgroup of "W generated by the TO, a e W. If 'P and Y are subsystems of <3> which span
subspaces U and W of V respectively, then W and Y are isomorphic if there exists a vector
space isomorphism 6:U-*W such that 9 (W) = Y and

It follows that

The subsystems V and Y are conjugate under W if Y = w ^ for some w e °W\ in this case
^(wW) = wWQ¥)w~1 since T ^ ) = w^w"1 for a e W . Note that isomorphic subsystems
are not necessarily conjugate.

2.4. The graphs which are Dynkin diagrams of subsystems of 0 may be obtained up
to conjugacy by a standard algorithm due independently to E. B. Dynkin, A. Borel and J.
de Siebenthal (see e.g. [4]).

2.5. If w e ^ a n d U is the subspace of V composed of all vectors fixed by w, then w
is a product of reflections corresponding to roots in the orthogonal complement UL of U.
[4]

2.6. The simple system J of ^ can always be chosen such that J c <5+. [15]
2.7. The set Dw = {n> e °W \ w(j) e <J>+ for all / E /} is a distinguished set of coset

representatives of Wi^V) in W, that is, each element w e W has unique expression of the
form 4 K V , where d^ e D^ and ww e WQi1) and furthermore d v is the element of
minimal length in the coset d^ W(*¥). [15]

3. Specht modules for finite reflection groups. Let <t> be a root system with simple
system n and Coxeter graph V and let V be a subsystem of $ with simple system J c 4>+

r

and Coxeter graph A. If V = (J V,-, where the W, are the indecomposable components of

x¥, then let 7, be a simple system in W, (/ = 1,2,.. . , r) and / = U /,-. Let ^ x be the largest
>=i

subsystem in $ orthogonal to V and let 7X c <1>+ be the simple system of x¥±.
Let W be a subsystem of $ which is contained in "JAW, with simple system / ' c <I)̂

s

and Coxeter graph A'. If x¥' = U W-, where the W- are the indecomposable components
1=1
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of W then let /,' be a simple system in W-(i = 1,2,..., s) and / ' = U /,'. Let Wx be the

largest subsystem in <& orthogonal to W and let J'x c <&+ be the simple system of XV'L.
Let 7 stand for the ordered set {JUJ2,. • • Jr'J'xJ'i, • • • ,J'S}, where in addition the

elements in each /, and /,' are ordered. Let

Now we consider under what conditions the elements in the set &J<r are distinct.

LEMMA 3.1. |5}.y.| = \°W] if and only if W{JX) n W(J'X) = (e).

Proof. See Lemma 3.1 [8].

Now we can give our principal definition.

DEFINITION 3.2. Let W and W be subsystems of W with simple systems J and / '
respectively such that V £ $\W and / c 4>+, / ' c $+ . The pair {/,/'} is called a UJC/M/
system in $ if T( / ) D ̂ (7 ' ) = (e) and V ^ ) n

REMARK 1. If {/,/'} is a useful system in 3>, then {wJ, wJ'} is also a useful system in
<1>, for w eW. Thus, from now on STj r will be denoted by "̂A.

REMARK 2. If {J,J'} is a useful system in 4> then V n W ' = 0 a n d W 1 n W 1 = 0.
However the converse is not true in general.

DEFINITION 3.3. Let {/,/'} be a useful system in 0. Then the elements of "̂A are
called ^-tableaux, the 7, and /,' are called the rows and the columns of {/,/'} respectively.

DEFINITION 3.4. Two A-tableaux 7 and K are row-equivalent, written J~ K, if there
exists w £ V(/) such that K = w/. The equivalence class which contains the A-tableau 7 is
{7} and is called a A-tabloid.

Let TA be the set of all A-tabloids. It is clear that the number of distinct elements in
TA is [W: W(J)] and by (2.7) we have

We note that if 7 = {/; / ' } then dJ c O + but dJ' need not be a subset of <&+.
We now give an example to illustrate the construction of a A-tabloid. In this example

and later examples we use the following notation. If n = {aua2,...,<*„} is a simple
n

system in $ and a e $ , then a = E atah where a, e Z. From now on a is denoted by
; = i

fl,a2 • • • «« and TOl, Ttt2,..., TOII are denoted by ru r2, . . . , Tn respectively.

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let $ = D4 with simple system

tt = {a, = e, - e2, a2 = e2 - e3, a3 = e3 - e4, a4 = e3 + e4}.
Let W, = A3 be the subsystem of D4 with J = {1000,0100,0010}. Let W = 2A, be the
subsystem of <I> which is contained in QW, with simple system J' = {1101,0111}. Since
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W(J) n W(J') = (e) and W(JX) fl W(7'x) = (e), then {7,7'} is a useful system in $ . Then
rA contains the A - tabloids

{/} ={1000,0100,0010; 1101,0111}

{T47} ={1000,0101,0010; 1100,0110}

{r2r47} = {1100,0001,0110; 1000,0010}

{T, T2T47} = {0100,0001,1110; -1000,0010}

{T3T2T47} = {1110,0001,0100; 1000, -0010}

{hT3T2rJ} ={0110,0001,1100; -1000, -0010}

{T2T,T3T2T47} = {0010,0101,1000; -1100, -0110}

{T4T2r,T3T2r47} = {0010,0100,1000; -1101, -0111}.

The group W acts on TA according to

(T{WJ] = {w~J} for all a e W.

This action is well defined, for if {wxJ} = {w27}, then there exists p e W(wyJ) such that
pvv]7_= w2j. Hence since o-pcr"1 E WicrwJ) and aw2J = apwxj = {apa~x)(aw^J), we have
{cnv]7} = {OTV27}.

Now if K is arbitrary field, let MA be the K-space whose basis elements are the
A-tabloids. Extend the action of °W on rA linearly on MA, then AfA becomes a
/CW-module. Then we have the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.6. The KW-module MA is a cyclic KW-module generated by any one tabloid

Now we proceed to consider the possibility of constructing a KW-module which
corresponds to the Specht module in the case of symmetric groups. In order to do this we
need to define a A-polytabloid.

DEFINITION 3.7. Let {7,7'} be a useful system in 0 . Let

KJ= E ^C0")0" a n d ejj' = Kj\J},
aeW(J')

where s is the sign function defined in Section 2. Then ey y is called the generalized
A-polytabloid associated with 7.

If w e T(<J>), then

2 J s(a)wa

Hence, for all w e W(<£>), we have

j . j ' = «wr{wJ} = ewJiWr. (3.1)
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Let SJtJ be the subspace of A/A generated by ewJwJ' where w e °W. Then, by (3.1),
SJ<J is a /CV-submodule of A/A, which is called a generalized Specht module. Then we
have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.8. The KW-module SJtJ is a cyclic submodule generated by any
A-polytabloid.

The following proposition notes some isomorphisms between Specht modules.

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let {J,J'} be a useful system in $. Then we have the following
isomorphisms.

(i) IfweW, then sJ-r = SwJ'wJ'.
(ii) Ifws W(J), then SJ-r = SJ-wJ'.
(iii) If we W(J'), then SJJ'= SwJJ'.
Proposition 3.9 says that a generalized Specht module is dependent only on the

Dynkin diagrams A and A' of 7 and J' respectively, thus, from now on it will be denoted
by SA-A'.

A Specht module is spanned by the ewJwJ' for all w E W; the next lemma shows that
we need only consider a certain subset of °W.

LEMMA 3.10. Let {J,J'} be a useful system in O. Then SAA is generated by e^^,
where d e DV:

Proof. See Lemma 3.10 [8].

LEMMA 3.11. Let {/,/'} be a useful system in 0 and let d e Dw. If{dJ) appears in e]t].
then it appears only once.

Proof. See Lemma 3.11 [8].

COROLLARY 3.12. lf{J,J'} is a useful system in <t>, then ejj' ¥0.

The following lemma shows that the extra condition W(J) n W(J') = (e) in our
definition of a useful system is necessary. Unfortunately this condition which is a group
theoretical one is not easily checked and it would be useful if it could be replaced by a
criterion in terms of the root system only.

LEMMA 3.13. If there exists w E W{J) n W(J') such that w has order 2, and s(w) = - 1
then ejj' = 0.

Proof. See Lemma 3.13 [8].

EXAMPLE 3.14. Let $ = B3 and n = {at = e, - e2, a2 = e2 - e3, a3 = e3}. Let ^ = 3Aj

be the subsystem of <£> with simple system J = {a^ = e}- e2, a = ei + e2, a3 = e3} and let
W = 3A! be the subsystem of $ with J' = {a2 = e2 - e3, <*i + a2 + a3 = e u a2 + 2a3 =
e2 + e3}. Then W f l F = 0 . But

{e, T,, T3, T,T3, T2T3T1T2T3T1T2, T2T3 T, T2T3T, T2T,, T3T2T3T, T2T3T, T2, T3T2T3T! T2T3T, T2T,},

{e, T2, T, T2 T3 T2 T,, T3 T2 T3, T3 T2 T3 T, T2 T3 T, T2 T), T3 T2 T3 T2, T3 T2 T3 Tj T2 T3 T2 T,, Tj T2 T3 T, T2 T,}.

It follows that w = TaTzTa^TzTj^TzT, e ^(7) n °IV(J') and ey,y. = 0.
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LEMMA 3.15. Let {J,J[} and {J,J'2} be useful systems in $. //WJ c V2, then SJJi is a
KW-submodule of SJlJ\ where J[ and J'2 are simple systems for WJ and W2 respectively.

Now we consider under what conditions 5A>A is irreducible.

LEMMA 3.16. Let {/,/'} be a useful system in <£ and let d e ZV Then the following
conditions_are equivalent:

(i) {dJ} appears with non-zero coefficient in e, y..
(ii) There exists a e W(J') such that a{J) = {dJ}.
(iii) There exists p e W(J) and a e W(J') such that d = ap.

Proof. See Lemma 3.16 [8].

LEMMA 3.17. Let {J,J'} be a useful system in <& and let d E DV. If{dJ} appears in eyy.
then

Proof. See Lemma 3.17 [8].

LEMMA 3.18. Let {/,/'} be a useful system in <P and let d e Dw. Let d
Then Kr{dJ} = 0.

The converse of Lemma 3.17 is not true in general, which leads to the following
definition.

DEFINITION 3.J19. A useful system {J, J'} in <I> is called a good system if d ̂  n V = 0
for d e Dxy then {dJ} appears with non-zero coefficient in e}>r.

LEMMA_3.20. Let {J,J'} be a good system inj£> and let d e Dw.
(i) If{dJ} does not appear in ejj' then Kj\dJ) = 0.
(ii) If{dJ} appears in ejy then there exists a e W(J') such that

Proof. See Lemma 3.20 [8].

COROLLARY 3.21. Let {/,/'} be a good system in 4>. If m e MA then Kjm is a multiple

We now define a bilinear form (,) on MA by setting

otherwise.

This is a symmetric, non-singular, ^-invariant bilinear form on MA.
Now we can prove James' submodule theorem in this general setting.

THEOREM 3.22. Let {/,/'} be a good system in $. Let U be a submodule of MA. Then
either SA-A' £Uor U g S ^ ' 1 where SA-A'X is the complement of SAA' in A/A.

Proof. See Theorem 3.22 [8].

We can now prove our principal result.

THEOREM 3.23. Let {J,J'} be a good system in $. The KW-module Z)AA' =
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Proof. If U is a submodule of SAiA then U is a submodule of MA and by Theorem
3.22 either SA-A'^U in which case t7 = SA'A' or [/c5A-A± and U ^ SA-A'D SAA'\ which
completes the proof.

In the case of K = Q or any field of characteristic zero (, > is an inner product and
DAA = SAA'. Thus if for a subsystem W of $ a good system {7,/'} can be found, then we
have a construction for irreducible KW-modules. Hence it is essential to show for each
subsystem that a good system exists which satisfies Definition 3.19.

In the following example, we show how a good system may be constructed in all cases
for the finite reflection group of type G2. In [9], we present an algorithm for constructing a
good system for certain subsystems; indeed this algorithm will give a good system with
additional properties which will lead to the construction of a K-basis for our Specht
modules SAlA, which correspond to the basis consisting of standard tableaux in the case of
symmetric groups.

EXAMPLE 3.24. Let $ = G2 with simple system n = {ax = e, - e2, a2 = ~2e^ + e2 + £3}.
Let g, =e, g2=T2, g3=T,T2, g4 = (T1T2)

2, g5 = (T1T2)
3, g6 = T, be representatives of

conjugacy classes Cl9 C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 respectively of W(G2)- Then the character table
of W(G2) is

X2
X3
XA

Xs
Xe

c,
1
1
1
1
2
2

c2

1
- 1
- 1

1
0
0

c3

1
1

- 1
- 1
- 1

1

c4

1
1
1
1

- 1
- 1

c5

1
1

- 1
- 1

2
- 2

c6

1
- 1

1
- 1

0
0

The non-conjugate subsystems of G2 are:

(1) V, = A2 with simple system 7, = {01,31},

(2) W2 = Aj + A, with simple system 72 = {10,32},

(3) W3 = Aj with simple system 73 = {10},

(4) W4 = A, with simple system 74 = {01},

(5) W5 = 0 with simple system 75 = 0 ,

(6) W6 = G2 with simple system 76 = {10,01}.

Let W4 = A, be the subsystem of 4> with simple system 74 = {01}. Let VJ = A! + A! be
the subsystem of O which is contained in ^A^ , with simple system J[ = {11,31}. Since
V(74) n °W(J\) = (e) and W(Ji) n W(J\L) = (e), then {74,7J} is a useful system in O. Then
T^A contains A4-tabloids:

{7,} = {01; 11,31}, {^7,} = {31; 21,01},

= {32; 21, -01}, {TI T2T,y4} = {32; 11, -31},
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For d =e, %2xu T1T2T1, T,T2TIT2TI we have 0 4 n W i = 0. Since

then {i4,/l} is a good system in 3>.
Now let K be a field and char K = 0. Let MA" be the /C-space whose basis consists of

the A4-tabloids. Let 5A"'A' be the corresponding /CW-submodule of M*4, then by definition
of the Specht module we have

where
T, r2r , T 2 T , / 4 } ,

- {fi r2r,/4} + {T2TJ T2T,/4}.

Let T\ be the matrix representation of W afforded by 5A4>Ai with character i//4 and let
be the representative of the conjugacy class C3. Then

Thus we have

and

By a similar calculation to the above it can be shown that if/\ = %s- By the same
method to the above, we have the following table.

A2

A, + A,
A,
A,
G2

0

W

A,
A,
A2

A, + A,
0
G2

J'

{10}
{01}

{01,31}
{11,31}

0
{10,01}

Ch

X4
Xs
%3

X5
X\
X2

We note that the irreducible modules corresponding to the characters %b have not
been obtained. We now show how an additional irreducible character is obtained. Let
Wi = A] be the subsystem of $ with simple system / 2 = {11}. Then {/4,72} is a useful
system in $ . Since ¥ J c W i , by Lemma 3.15 5A"A1 is a tfiT-submodule of 5A'-Ai. By a
similar calculation, the corresponding character of W afforded by S ^ - ^ / ^ . A ; JS ^ Thus
we have obtained a complete set of irreducible modules for G2.
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